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Building of a Prototype Grain Dryer
Problem Statement
Loebach Brothers LLC is a company consisting of Dave and Joe Loebach. They hold design patents for the
“Dorothy” projects. There are no stakeholders for this company. The group created a system that rapidly
removes moisture from grain without using a heating element. The group redeveloped a previous prototype
that is scaled to a full-size grain bin. The previous prototype was built without drawings and how it was
manufactured was mostly through speculation and the client’s industry experience. However, the group does
have a picture of how it was built. The client wanted this built for proof of concept on a large scale. The group
was tasked to focus on building just the dehumidification unit, as the project scope constantly changed.
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Client: Loebach Brothers contact: Dave Loebach: 208-697-7777 
1 PROBLEM STATEMENT  
A. Problem Statement 
• Loebach Brothers LLC is a company consisting of Dave and Joe Loebach. They hold design patents for the 
“Dorothy” projects. There are no stakeholders for this company.   
• The group created a system that rapidly removes moisture from grain without using a heating element. The 
group redeveloped a previous prototype that is scaled to a full-size grain bin.   
• The previous prototype was built without drawings and how it was manufactured was mostly through 
speculation and the client’s industry experience. However, the group does have a picture of how it was built. 
The client wanted this built for proof of concept on a large scale.    
• The group was tasked to focus on building just the dehumidification unit, as the project scope constantly 
changed. 
B. Business Case Statement - 
• What- The previous prototype needed to be re-engineered to upscale a larger bushel operation than 
before. The need for this to be built was proof of concept and future licensing. 
• How- The problem was very extensive and required much building time. Lots of parts were needed to build 
this, and Loebach LLC put much money into this.  
• When and where- problems occurred, they were very small. The group placed a lot of time and effort into 
taking the time to properly design the system so that it went together smoothly and operated properly. 
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• Why- This project makes strategic sense because it can be used on other farms and could be a superior 
product for specialty grain and seed drying.  
• Who cares about the problem? Our client, but also people that are looking for an alternative solution to 
dry grain. Why anyone should care is because this can save people money on drying when natural gas 
prices are high, and it is a great alternative for drying specialty crop without burning it.   
2 GOAL STATEMENT  
By capstone day our goal was to build the second generation prototype of a grain dryer and design the rest of the 
system needed to dry grain on a full-size operation. The team based the prototype off of the original prototype 
“Dorothy I” and the patent our client has. However, the team must make our prototype compatible with a full-size 
grain bin. To compare data or measurements with the previous prototype and with other grain dryers is out of the 
project scope, so the team did not do a full test on the prototype. The entire design is based on the client and his 
patent. The client purchased the parts, and the group designed the layout and constructed the dehumidification 
unit. The process will carry on to testing in the future and will hopefully be implemented to dry specialty grain crop 
(rice). 
 
• Main Objective(s) and Specific Objectives  
• The main objective is to design and construct a full-scale grain dryer based on the first prototype 
design and principles. 
•  Specific objectives include: 
• Design grain drying system on AutoCAD 
• Fabricate the platform of system 
• Build prototype with dehumidification system 
• Run dryer to make sure all parts work properly 
• Keep in budget of $16,000 
• Grain Dryer must be portable 
• Rationale 
• Our client will be able to prove his patent works and proof of concept 
• The dryer will pull in warm air and reduce moisture in its air system 
• Less crop will be damaged because of no heating element 
3 PROJECT PLAN/OUTLINE  
A. Methods/Approach 
• Reference Material(s) 
• The largest reference the team used was the refrigeration knowledge of the client which 
has significant experience working in commercial refrigeration and was the main 
contributor when it came to building the refrigeration system. 
• The next primary source to all references was the text materials from TSM 322, including 
Grain Handling After Harvest, and MWPS 13: Grain Drying, Handling and Storage 
Handbook.  
• The research findings and data from Kurt Rosentrater’s tests on the first generation unit 
“Dorothy I” were used as a base design for this project.  
• Other online sources from industry standards were used as needed for bin sizing, fan 
sizing, and air ducting. 
• Data collection:  
• The team definition of data when entering the project was how the machine performs 
and what is the numerical output.   
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• The primary plan was to take data on the whole system when it was hooked up and 
running. Issues during the project did not allow the team to complete the system to take 
the needed data. Therefore data needs to be taken when the system is completed.  
• Skills:  
• Grain drying and handling knowledge along with mechanical knowledge were the two 
largest skills that were utilized and developed by group members.  
• Working with clients from a distance was a skill surprisingly further developed. The main 
skills developed while working within the group was learning to communicate over 
conference calls and emails and working with multiple personalities with different 
working and thinking styles. 
• Solutions: 
• The solution is simple and complete; design a custom grain dryer using existing grain 
handling equipment with a custom drying unit.  
• Organization:  
• Group meetings were held once a week to deal with design and acquisition of parts. 
Assigned work was done outside of meetings and was divided up to teammates based on 
their expertise, the complexity, the timeline, and the amount of work currently assigned 
to them. 
• Phone calls were held at least once a week and emails as necessary with the client. The 
client was present most days while the system was being built.  
• During the build process, most nights were spent at the shop working on the unit. 
• The major milestones completed included Platform build, coil and fan assembly, plenum 
design and assembly, refrigeration assembly, Electrical, CAD drawings and finally full 
system design. 
• Budget constraints caused cutbacks back to just building the dryer and designing the rest 
of the system.  
 
B. Results/ Deliverables 
• The main deliverables were to build a drying system, design a system to move the grain, and 
determine components to test and automate the entire system.  
• The current state of the entire project is unfinished. The electrical components need to be brought 
to electrical code, and the refrigeration system needs fully charged. 
• Next steps for this project are to acquire and install the automation system, configure drying unit 
to a bin, test and collect data, and continuous improvement. 
C. Timeline 
Steps What Was Done Time Period 
1 Platform Design Oct 30, 2016 - Jan 10, 2017 
2 Build of Platform Jan 12, 2017 – Feb 20, 2017 
3 Theoretical Analysis of System Feb 25, 2017 – April 20, 2017 
4 Development of Presentation March 25, 2017 – April 18, 2017 
5 Creating and Finalizing Client Deliverables April 1, 2017 – April 27, 2017 
 
4 BROADER OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT  
 
A. The opportunity statement delves into a broader nature of the problem. The broader opportunity is a 
description and analysis of your potential market and broader impact of your project. 
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B. To an average person, the concept might be difficult to grasp. This would appeal to people that have some 
agricultural experience and knowledge of basic grain drying methods.  
C. Keeping high-quality grain and seed has been a big challenge with typical grain dryers. Usually, higher heat 
and shorter drying times are at the expense of quality. Using dry air from evaporative coils, grain and seed can 
be dried quickly enough to alleviate spoilage and cool enough to help maintain high-quality products. 
D. This system is mainly designed for seed companies and crop farmers who produce specialty crops that are 
fragile to high heat. With some careful considerations, this system can be used for anything that requires 
moisture removal. For example, most crops and ventilated buildings. 
E. Industries that could use this system are grain handling and seed production industries.  
F. Trends for high grain quality and lower energy use affect the broader opportunities for this system. 
G. Grain handling companies are currently working on different ways to manage grain quality, but most are still 
using some sort of added heat in their systems. The dehydrating system stands apart from current companies. 
H. Companies should be willing to spend as much for this system as they would for similar drying systems. From 
reviewing “Dorothy I”, costs seem to be less than similar heat-added systems. Income from the improved grain 
quality would be higher, both in the short-term and long-term aspects. 
5 PROJECT SCOPE  
A. The scope of this project was to design and build a second-generation moisture removal system. This system 
needs to be designed and fitted around a refrigeration system and components determined by the client. 
Budget constraints changed the project scope drastically. The scope began as a design, build, and test of the 
system and was redefined into a design and partial build of the system. 
B. Throughout the course of this project, the group relied on the experience of the client had in refrigeration 
systems. The entire circuit was built from his knowledge of the system. The team had access to any parts that 
the client had on hand that helped to keep the budget down. 
C. The team didn’t use any bins or grain during this project. Due to the change in scope, they were unable to test 
the drying system. 
D. The option to use any other form of drying system was not considered due to the nature of this project and 
request by the client. The system was designed around “Dorothy I”.  
6 GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT  
 
 
Further description of this picture 
will be in the appendixes 
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